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ABSTRACT

Fairness is a fundamental principle of American culture. Is it also a constitutional principle to redress economic oppression? Simply, does the U.S. Constitution protect its citizens from predatory lending practices? Will President Obama’s call for empathy in constitutional jurisprudence protect America’s middle and under-privileged classes from class discrimination?

This Article challenges the fairness of subjecting certain borrowers to overreaching, economically-oppressive lending practices. This seminal approach to the issue of predatory lending explores how established constitutional principles might protect and redress past, present, and future predatory lending victims, often socially and economically disadvantaged citizens. It seeks to define a novel constitutional theory, hereinafter entitled “moral capitalism,” guaranteeing freedom from economic oppression and ensuring financial fair dealing. It concludes that class is the civil-rights’ issue of the twenty-first century.
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Nor is the question before us whether the market is a force for good or ill. Its power to generate wealth and expand freedom is unmatched, but this crisis has reminded us that without a watchful eye, the market can spin out of control- and that a nation cannot prosper long when it favors only the prosperous. The success of our economy has always depended not just on the size of our Gross Domestic Product, but on the reach of our prosperity; on the ability to extend opportunity to every willing heart - not out of charity, but because it is the surest route to our common good.*

I. DOES THE U.S. CONSTITUTION PROTECT ITS CITIZENS FROM ECONOMIC OPPRESSION?: MORAL CAPITALISM, EMPATHY, AND THE CONSTITUTION

A. What Is Moral Capitalism?

I. Resuscitating the American Dream

During the 2008 Presidential elections, an overwhelming majority of Americans responded affirmatively to then candidate and Senator, and now President, Barack Obama’s message of change.1 Attempting to negatively define Obama’s change, then Senator and presidential candidate John McCain used the “s” word, labeling Obama a quasi-socialist.2

The United States is now facing an unprecedented challenge to our capitalism, the greatest since the Great Depression.3 Clearly, there are

many ways to reform our capitalism without resorting to socialism. Over the next several years, the Obama Administration will face the challenge of restructuring our nation’s financial regulatory system, following the greatest demise of our financial systems and in the midst of billions in government bailout dollars for wealthy investment bankers.\textsuperscript{4} What change will President Obama represent, and what role might the U.S. Constitution play in that change?

Capitalism is the triumph of markets over individuals.\textsuperscript{5} Significant intellectual capital has rightfully been spent on the benefits of capitalism.\textsuperscript{6} On the other hand, there are recent critiques on the excesses or abuses of capitalism.\textsuperscript{7} These are particularly relevant as the Nation faces the greatest housing crisis in its history.\textsuperscript{8} Academic focus on capitalism issues, as evidenced in business-law casebooks, inadvertently ignores the rights of the Middle Class and the Under-Privileged. (The author capitalizes both the words Middle Class and Under-Privileged as a matter of emphasis.) Middle Class and Under-Privileged law is also curiously absent from legal restatement and codification efforts\textsuperscript{9} and from state statutory development, reflecting the fact that the rights of the economic Middle Class and Under-Privileged are solely ignored.\textsuperscript{10} Despite the absence in many corners of the law, the Middle Class and Under-Privileged and the legal complexities they face have recently gained the attention of some scholars.\textsuperscript{11}

2. \textbf{Economic Oppression: War on the Middle Class and on the Under-Privileged}

Following the election of President Lyndon B. Johnson in the

\textsuperscript{4} See David Barstow, Treasury’s Oversight of Bailout Is Faulted, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 9, 2008, at B3.


\textsuperscript{8} See Sally Pittman, Comment, ARMS, but No Legs To Stand On: “Subprime” Solutions Plague the Subprime Mortgage Crisis, 40 TEX. TECH L. REV. 1089, 1101 (2008).

\textsuperscript{9} See, e.g., Restatement (Third) of Property: Servitudes (2000); Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 204 (1981).

\textsuperscript{10} Terms and connectors searches for “middle class” and “under-privileged” in the State Statutes database (ST-ANN-ALL) on Westlaw show no state statutes expressly relating to these two groups.

1960s, there was a call for a "war on poverty." This Article calls for President Obama to develop constitutional principles to redress the conscious and unconscious "war on the Middle Class" and on the Under-Privileged. The victims of this so-called war on the Middle Class and the Under-Privileged include members of the military, students, children, and socially and economically disadvantaged citizens, at the very least.

This Article explores the appalling reality that under the U.S. Constitution no American, regardless of class, gender, race, ethnicity, religion, marital status, or other distinguishing feature, is protected against economic oppression or what will hereinafter be referred to as "predation." This Article will explore one form of predation, that of predatory lending, specifically that of "subprime mortgages." Predation

---


13. See generally LOU DOBBS, WAR ON THE MIDDLE CLASS (2006) (arguing big business and government are undermining the Middle Class).


19. "Economic" is defined in pertinent part as "of or relating to the science of economics" or "of, relating to, or concerned with the production, distribution, and consumption of commodities." WEBSTER'S THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE UNABRIDGED 720 [hereinafter WEBSTER'S] (1986).

20. "Oppression" is defined in pertinent part as "unjust or cruel exercise of authority or power esp[ecially] by the imposition of burdens." WEBSTER'S, supra note 19 at 1584. This Article defines "economic oppression" as the legal ability of one party ("oppressor") to take advantage of another ("prey") and in doing so to cause injury to the prey to the benefit of the oppressor. It includes all forms of overreaching and leverage of power that results in the inability of the prey to enjoy a meaningful, stress free economic life for themselves and their families.

21. "Predation" is defined in pertinent part as "the act of preying or plundering: depravation, despoilment, rapacity." WEBSTER'S, supra note 19 at 1785.

22. "Predatory" is defined in pertinent part as "disposed or showing a disposition to injury or exploit others for one's own gain." WEBSTER'S, supra note 19 at 1785.

23. This Article defines "predatory lending" as the legal yet unethical lending to marginalized people under lending terms that they cannot afford.

24. The term "subprime lending," for purposes of this Article, refers to "engaging in deception or fraud, manipulating the borrower through aggressive sales tactics, or taking unfair advantage of a borrower's lack of understanding about loan terms... often combined with loan
will be analyzed in light of the current challenges facing American capitalism.

3. THE DEMISE OF SUPERCAPITALISM

In the 1987 movie, Wall Street, the protagonist, Gordon Gekko made a profound statement about the ethics or morality of American capitalism when he proclaimed, "Greed is good." And yet we have clear signs that unregulated capitalism, or "supercapitalism," is not good. In fact, recent financial conditions demonstrate that unregulated supercapitalism is destructive both to our national economy and our citizens. Can the U.S. Constitution serve as a counterbalance to supercapitalism? Is class the new civil-rights' issue? Should the Constitution protect a citizen's right to fair economic treatment regardless of his or her economic status as Middle Class or Under-Privileged? And what role might the Obama Administration play in developing such constitutional principles?

4. OBAMA'S MORAL CAPITALISM DEFINED

What, then, is Obama's "moral capitalism"? It is a constitutionally-based approach to protecting citizens against economic discrimination on the basis of class. Moral capitalism is hereinafter defined as "the constitutional principle of regulating capitalism to protect citizens from predation and to redress economic exploitation due to one's class or economic condition."

B. Economic Oppression through the Lens of Empathy and the Constitution

1. ECONOMIC OPPRESSION AS A CONSTITUTIONAL-RIGHTS' ISSUE

What role would moral capitalism play in protecting U.S. citizens
from economic oppression? Take the case of subprime predatory mortgage lending, wherein the least financially capable are required to pay a higher interest rate for a mortgage. Should protection against predatory lending be a constitutional-rights’ issue?

There is no doubt that the foreclosure crisis has resulted from subprime predatory mortgage lending, by which hundreds of thousands of American citizens were provided allegedly unsuitable mortgage loans. In 2007, “278 subprime-mortgage-related cases were filed in federal court,” “that figure is likely to continue growing,” and “[f]orty-three percent of those cases were borrower class actions, most involving inadequate disclosure regarding option (sic) adjustable-rate mortgages (ARMs) and discriminatory lending practices.”

The question then is on what basis can the law redress the victims or “prey” of subprime predatory mortgage lending? Clearly, redress is available in instances of fraud, but proof of fraud places a tremendous litigation burden on the prey against the predatory lenders. All levels of government, including the legislative, executive, and judicial branches, at the federal, the state, and the local levels, have failed to develop an effective criteria short of fraud to redress subprime, predatory mortgage practices.

---

29. See Paul Muolo & Mzyher Padilla, Chains of Blame: How Wall Street Caused the Mortgage and Credit Crisis (2008) (leading readers down the subprime money trail and through the quagmire of what went wrong inside the nation’s subprime-lending firms that led to the mortgage and credit crisis).


32. This Article defines “prey” as at-risk borrowers who for various reasons are subject to greater likelihood of default on their payments. The term “risky borrower” has commonly been used by lenders, denoting some likely culpability on the borrower’s part. The term “prey” is meant to emphasize the plight of the borrower rather than the potential loss to the lender. See, supra note 20 for a prior, brief introduction of the term “prey.”


36. See, e.g., Julie R. Caggiano et al., Subprime Mortgage and Predatory Lending Law Developments, 63 BUS. LAW. 625 (2008) (surveying new state and federal regulation and
Over the last several years, the law has been grappling with whether it should redress the abuses of the subprime, predatory mortgage crisis and if so how. “Predatory lending has become one of the most critical policy issues facing the financial services industry, particularly mortgage lending. . . . Despite a broad consensus to take action, efforts to end predatory lending have been modest at best.”

2. EMPATHY AS A CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLE

President Obama has introduced a new concept into constitutional jurisprudence, that of “empathy.” In his book, The Audacity of Hope, then-Senator Obama wrote:

That last sense of . . . character—a sense of empathy—is one that I find . . . at the heart of my moral code, and it is how I understand the Golden Rule—not simply as a call to sympathy or charity, but as something more demanding, a call to stand in someone else’s shoes and see through their eyes.

Perhaps some Obama critics believed his empathy concept was mere political rhetoric. To the contrary, during the early months of his presidency, President Obama resurrected the empathy concept to apply to his judicial policy as an expressed criteria for judicial selection to the Supreme Court. When Justice David Souter announced his retirement plans, President Obama stated that the Court needs “empathy, of understanding and identifying with people’s hopes and struggles as an essential ingredient for arriving at just decisions and outcomes.” In naming a replacement to the Supreme Court, President Obama stated he was seeking in a candidate for the Supreme Court “someone who understands that justice isn’t about some abstract legal theory or footnote in a case book.” “It is also about how our laws affect the daily realities of people’s lives—whether they can make a living and care for their families, whether they feel safe in their homes and welcome in their own

legislation impacting the mortgage industry); Stephen F.J. Ornstein et al., Update on Federal Anti-Predatory Lending Legislative Efforts, 61 CONSUMER FIN. L.Q. REP. 620 (2007) (describing and analyzing how the federal legislative efforts to curb predatory mortgage lending will make the credit availability problems significantly worse and longer-lasting).


38. See Peter Slevin, Obama Makes Empathy a Requirement for Court, WASH. POST, May 13, 2009, at A3.


41. Id.
nated.” By focusing on economic infrastructure, class division, and institutional inequities, this Article seeks to use Critical Class theory to explore a constitutional-rights’ basis for redressing economic exploitation.

3. **Unconscious Institutional Classism and Empathy**

With the election of the first African-American President, some constitutional commentators believe that as a constitutional imperative, race is now passé, and perhaps the same can be said about gender for other reasons. Neither are race nor gender truly passé, but both race and gender analysis have masked the extremely significant underlying issue of class discrimination. As a stand-alone issue, class discrimination ala economic oppression is clearly a critical, constitutional issue, essential to the exercise of personal liberty and freedom, and fundamental to other constitutional, human-rights’ issues, including slavery, racial inequality, and sexual inequality, to name a few.

This Article concentrates on a constitutional basis to redress sub-prime mortgage predatory lending practices. In addition, shedding light on predatory lending illuminates many other important, tangential areas of constitutional inquiry and further validates economic oppression’s

---

42. Id. In nominating Judge Sonia Sotomayor to the United States Supreme Court, President Obama stated, “It is experience that can give a person a common touch and a sense of compassion; an understanding of how the world works and how ordinary people live. And that is why it is a necessary ingredient in the kind of justice we need on the Supreme Court.” Remarks by the President in Nominating Judge Sonia Sotomayor to the United States Supreme Court, available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/Remarks-by-the-President-in-Nominating-Judge-Sonia-Sotomayor-to-the-United-States-Supreme-Court (last visited June 6, 2009).


quintessential importance. These include criminal,\textsuperscript{48} governmental benefits,\textsuperscript{49} disparate education,\textsuperscript{50} and comparative welfare\textsuperscript{51} issues. Consequently, this Article is dedicated to exploring the law's treatment of the constitutional dimension of protection against economic exploitation in the form of predatory lending.

Why doesn't the law treat home mortgage borrowers the same as it treats securities (such as stock) investors, in light of the fact that home mortgages are often sold as investments? Does subprime lending law disparately impact borrowers who often reside at the bottom rung of the socioeconomic ladder? What does an analysis of subprime mortgage lending unveil about the true meaning and rise of American capitalism? The answers to these questions are viewed from the sub-lens of Critical Class Theory, which is referred to hereinafter as "critical institutional classism."

Before outlining the direction of this Article, it is essential to present a perspective or lens through which class-rights' law will be viewed. What is "critical institutional classism" or "CIC"?\textsuperscript{52} Essentially, for purposes of this Article, CIC is the study of institutional classism, the phenomenon by which financial institutions, such as banks, mortgage lenders, credit-card companies, payday-loan companies, student-loan lenders, car-loan companies, and the like, consciously or unconsciously, take economic advantage of prey. One interesting aspect of critical institutional classism is that the same albeit legal predatory institutional behavior would clearly be illegal or at least unethical were it between one individual and another individual. Somehow, when institutions are the beneficial party to a transaction, the rules of ethics seem to go out the window. In other words, when it comes to institutional behavior, greed is good and legally acceptable.

This Article then addresses both conscious as well as unconscious institutional classism. Is there a place in constitutional theory to address both conscious and unconscious institutional classism? Beyond analyzing and remedying overt acts of inequity, constitutional-rights' theorists


\textsuperscript{52} See generally Crusto, \textit{Unconscious Classism, supra} note 14 (presenting the analytical concepts of critical institutional classism and critical class theory for the first time).
have come to recognize the need to expand constitutional-rights’ theory beyond overt acts to redress unconscious and institutional forms of rights violations. This Article seeks to contribute to the Critical Class Theory of constitutional-rights’ theory by presenting, in part, a framework for analyzing social and economic discrepancies by focusing on the economic infrastructure, class divisions, and institutionalized inequities manifest within the United States.

CIC continues the work started by Critical Race Theory (CRT), Critical Feminist Theory (CFT), and Critical Class Theory (CCT).


and in many ways is consistent with these theories. CRT calls for legal discourse intending to uphold the rights of those who are disadvantaged because of their race.  

Similarly, CFT focuses on the social impact of gender discrimination. However, these calls for legal discourse on race and gender equality have not reached their full potential because the economic element of how or why there is racial and gender discrimination often is not addressed. CCT hopes that by focusing on the economic aspect of discrimination, one might understand that various forms of discrimination are by-products of class-based discrimination. CCT assesses political and economic factors, in addition to social factors. One hopes that through the prism of CCT, various aspects of unconscious and institutionalized inequities will be redressed, as sometimes inequities result from the mentality of individuals and the socioeconomic impact of their prejudices. Through the tri-focal lens of CIC, combining CCT, CRT, and CFT, including recent theories of unconscious adverse behavior, and Obama's concept of empathy, this Article analyzes economic oppression and predatory lending law as outlined next.

C. The Thesis and Overview of the Article

Through the lens of CIC and Obama's concept of empathy, this Article argues that constitutional law should be reformed to recognize citizens' rights against economic oppression. In a manner consistent with the fiduciary-duty analysis used to protect minority shareholders in corporate law and the fairness/suitability principles found in investment/brokerage law to protect investors from unsuitable investments, this Article seeks to promote fairness in economic transactions and seeks to protect citizens from economic oppression, such as predatory lending


57. See, e.g., Hutchinson, Progressive Race Blindness?, supra note 54, at 1477 (noting that critical race theorists and critical legal scholars agree that rights are socially constructed).

58. See, e.g., Williams, supra note 55, at 569 (discussing the workings of inner city public schools and how educational reform policies appear to condemn poor parents, who are often single women).

59. See, e.g., Mutua, supra note 54, at 391 (discussing the interrelation between class and race in critical race theory).

60. Id. at 389.

61. See, e.g., Hart, supra note 56, at 744 (explaining that in some contexts discrimination may be the result of individuals making subjective decisions).
practices.\textsuperscript{62} Some critics will see this attempt to expand constitutional protection against class discrimination as a means to restrict or terminate a market for borrowers who without subprime lending would not have the ability to own a home.\textsuperscript{63} Some will see it as an assault against free market principles.\textsuperscript{64} Others will see it as the demise of capitalism and the victory of socialism. Despite the anticipated criticism, expanding constitutional rights to protect citizens against economic oppression is a worthy exercise.

An overview of the Article is appropriate. Part I presents the concept of moral capitalism as constitutionally-needed protection against economic oppression or predation, critical institutional classism through the lens of empathy, and an overview of this Article. Part II analyzes the current subprime mortgage lending/foreclosure crisis, the current failure to redress predation wrongs, and the need for constitutional reform. Part III proposes a new constitutional principle, that of moral capitalism, as the constitutional right against predation. Part IV makes the public policy and constitutional case for expanding constitutional-rights' theory to the freedom of predation, arguing that current constitutional case law is inadequate to remedy unconscious institutional classism, and that Substantive Due Process should ensure that fairness principles apply to protect citizens against predation.

Part V concludes that constitutional law should embrace class discrimination as the new civil-rights' agenda for the twenty-first century. This can be accomplished by recognizing the moral capitalism principle, the right to protection against economic oppression including predation. Such a constitutional development would realize President Obama's call for empathy in constitutional jurisprudence and would establish a protective human-rights' Constitution, protecting the rights of the least empowered in our society, and institutionalize our custom and value of fairness.

II. Predation and the Need for Constitutional Protection

They're telling us we're better off if we dismantle government - if we divvy it up into individual tax breaks, hand 'em out, and encourage everyone to go buy your own health care, your own retire-
ment security, your own child care, their own schools, your own private security force, your own roads, their own levees. . .

It's called the Ownership Society in Washington. But in our past there has been another term for it - Social Darwinism - every man or women for him or herself. . . .

It has been the creation of a massive middle class, through decent wages and benefits and public schools - that has allowed all of us to prosper. . . .

Yes, our greatness as a nation has depended on individual initiative, on a belief in the free market. But it has also depended on our sense of mutual regard for each other, of mutual responsibility. The idea that everybody has a stake in the country, that we're all in it together and everybody's got a shot at opportunity. . . .

Our vision of America is . . . one that gives every American the opportunity to make the most of their lives. It's not one that tells us we're on our own, it's one that realizes that we rise or fall together as one people.65

Part II analyzes how presently the law fails to redress unconscious institutional classism in the form of subprime mortgage lending. It presents a brief history of subprime mortgage lending, focuses on the amorphous legal definition of predatory lending, and analyzes subprime mortgage lending’s relationship to predation. This Part establishes that the law currently lacks consensus on what constitutes illegal predatory lending and places too high a legal hurdle on lending prey who are seeking to redress subprime predatory lending practices. It argues that using a constitutionally-based rights’ approach to redress predation is fair and promotes justice, especially in light of unconscious institutional classism.

A. Subprime Mortgage Lending: A Case of Predation

In the Batman movie, The Dark Knight, the sinister villain Two-Face uses a two-faced coin to determine the fate of his victims: one side meaning life, the other side death.66 Like many things in life, mortgage lending has many faces, the good, the bad, and the ugly. The good face of mortgage lending is access to capital markets and the joys of homeownership.67 The bad side of mortgage lending is the tremendous oppor-

tunity for abuse by subprime lenders through predatory lending practices.\textsuperscript{68} Then there is the ugly side, which is where such predatory practices result in the foreclosure against the predatory prey, resulting in the loss of homes, equity, and initial upfront investment.\textsuperscript{69}

In addition to mortgage lending, all types of consumer lending are vital to both the U.S.\textsuperscript{70} and world economies and, therefore, deserve serious scrutiny. Consumer lending is big business; in 2005 alone, Americans bought $1.8 trillion worth of goods using credit cards.\textsuperscript{71} The continued vitality of consumer lending and its contributions to the economy have received national attention.\textsuperscript{72}

Looking closer at these statistics, one discovers two universes of lending. One universe represents individuals who are prime lenders. The other universe represents subprime borrowers. Many subprime borrowers are often located in inner-city and rural communities.\textsuperscript{73} They are usually less able to negotiate the terms of their loans, despite the availability of fairer lending terms.\textsuperscript{74} As a result, subprime borrowers often fail to participate in one of the greatest features of economic life in America, \textit{the ability to access capital markets under reasonable terms}. This ability is hereinafter referred to as "Fair Credit Equality." In addition, subprime borrowers are subject to other economic pressures.\textsuperscript{75} This Article is not about the interplay of these other economic pressures and subprime lending, although that is a meritorious discussion. Rather, this Article focuses on the fundamental unfairness of subprime lending.

What is predatory lending? Following the growth of the subprime mortgage market over the last decade,\textsuperscript{76} there is the probing question: Is

\begin{itemize}
  \item 68. \textit{See}, e.g., id. at 1310–16.
  \item 69. \textit{See} Azmy, supra note 63, at 343–45.
  \item 71. Id.
  \item 73. Cf Kenneth N. Klee, \textit{One Size Fits Some: Single Asset Real Estate Bankruptcy Cases}, 87 \textit{CORNELL L. REV.} 1285, 1300–01 (2002) (discussing foreclosures in rural areas); Emily Jeffcott, Comment, \textit{The Mortgage Reform and Anti Predatory Act of 2007: Paving a Secure Path for Minorities in the Midst of the Sub Prime Debacle}, 10 \textit{SCHOLAR} 449, 450–55 (2008) (discussing subprime lending to minorities). While a study of subprime lending might also raise issues of this nature, such a study is beyond the scope of this Article.
  \item 74. Id.
\end{itemize}
Subprime lending per se predatory? As previously mentioned, the legal definition of predatory lending is not clear. In addition to the practice of charging borrowers excessive interest and imposing unmanageable financial terms, predatory lending may take many forms.\(^7\) In addition to subprime mortgage lending, predatory lending flourishes in various other areas of lending, including payday loans,\(^7\) overdraft loans,\(^7\) car-title loans,\(^8\) credit cards,\(^8\) refund- anticipation loans,\(^8\) and mandatory arbitration.\(^8\)

Of course, not all lending is predatory; there are many underlying issues in the predatory lending debate: risk-based pricing, competition, financial education, caveat emptor, and discrimination. Risk-based pricing is "the practice of using a consumer's credit report, which reflects his or her risk of nonpayment, in setting or adjusting the price and other terms of credit offered or extended to a particular consumer."\(^8\) In other words, lenders charge higher interest rates to borrowers more likely to default on a loan. And lenders charge lower interest rates to borrowers less likely to default on a loan. Defenders of risk-based pricing note that charging everyone equal interest rates penalizes those persons capable and likely to pay their loans by charging them for the default rates of riskier borrowers.\(^8\) On the other hand, opponents argue that risk-based pricing further impoverishes the poor while enriching the affluent.\(^8\)

Indeed, when lenders charge low-income borrowers higher interest rates and hefty fees, those lenders are ensuring that low-income borrower will certainly fail to pay their loans.

Issued thirty-five billion dollars in subprime loans, which was about one percent of the total market; and, by 2006, subprime mortgage loans reached $665 billion or twenty-three percent of the market).


79. See Benjamin D. Faller, Note, Payday Loan Solutions: Slaying the Hydra (and Keeping It Dead), 59 Case W. Res. L. Rev. 125, 155 (2008).

80. See Peterson, supra note 33, at 2223 n.214.


82. See Goulet, supra note 15, at 84.


86. Cf. Harvard, supra note 75, at 235–36 (arguing that subprime lending further economically subordinates the poor).
In contrast to risk-based pricing critics, competition critics contend that, while risk-based pricing does not create problems, lenders abuse the risk-based-pricing methodology to overcharge borrowers. Financial education, others argue, can solve the subprime problem. Theoretically, perfectly informed consumers would make a loan only if they would profit from it - that is, not default. Financial education proponents argue that consumers should be better educated about financing. Another debate concerns fiduciary duty as applied to mortgage lending. That is, even where a lender makes no attempt to deceive the borrower, should a lender have a higher duty to the borrower, such as a fiduciary/stockbroker's duty when buying and selling securities to investors? Lastly, others criticize financial institutions for engaging in racial discrimination. These critics do not allege intentional discrimination but systemic discrimination, reflecting the notion that minorities have a lower socioeconomic status and feel a disparate impact from subprime lending. In any case, the current state of the law appears inadequate to address predation.

B. The Current State of the Law Fails to Redress Subprime Mortgage Lending Predation Wrongs and Evidences the Need for a Constitutionally-Based Remedy

The law's current views of predation are ripe for reform, especially as predatory lending practices have become commonplace. Unfortunately, such practices often have the support of law and of government. But that does not make them fair or constitutional. A brief analysis of the current theories of subprime mortgage liability shows that current theories do not result in justice for subprime lending prey. The following survey is a brief, non-exhaustive study of predatory lending case law. The author believes that this survey is sufficient evidence that, while predation is a major concern, the law has failed to develop sufficient mechanisms to protect citizens from it or to provide them redress as a result of it.

First, there is a definitional problem. Perhaps what makes subprime mortgage and predatory lending difficult to address "is the lack of con-
sensus on what constitutes illegal predatory lending." In 2000, the Department of Housing and the Treasury published a report organizing predatory lending practices into four groups: loan flipping, imposition of excessive fees and "packing," lending without regard to the ability to pay, and fraud.

Second, there are not many cases finding lenders liable for predatory lending practices. Yet there are some developing theories of lender liability, the most prominent of which is "reverse redlining." Reverse redlining occurs when lenders target residents residing in certain geographic boundaries and grant those targeted residents unfair loan terms. As an example, a New Jersey court, in *Associates Homes Equity Services v. Troup*, held that reverse redlining violated not only the Fair Housing Act but also the Civil Rights Act and New Jersey's Law Against Discrimination. In holding that reverse redlining violated the Civil Rights Act and the Law Against Discrimination, the court relied on the allegation that the lenders mistreated African Americans via reverse redlining. The disparate impact of reverse redlining sufficed - intentional discrimination need not exist.

Similarly, in *Munoz v. International Home Capital Corp.*, the U.S. District Court for Northern California found that reverse redlining violated the Fair Housing Act. The court enumerated four elements to create a prima facie case of reverse redlining. First, the homeowner must fit into a suspect class. Next, the homeowner must have applied and qualified for a loan. Then, the loan must have grossly unfavorable terms. Lastly, the lender must provide better loans to others who are similarly qualified. Despite the fact that the *Munoz* plaintiffs did not allege the last element, the court refused to dismiss their complaint, for the plaintiffs could show that element through discovery. Other courts invalid

92. CARR & KOLLURI, supra note 37, at 1.
94. Id.
95. Id.
96. Id.
97. Id. at 185.
99. See Associates Homes, supra note 98, at 536.
100. Id. at 537.
102. Id. at *12.
103. Id. at *13.
104. Id.
have agreed with the Munoz analysis.\textsuperscript{105}

Despite these courts’ recognition that reverse redlining violates the law, Associates Homes has the farthest reach. For the court in Associates Homes not only noted that reverse redlining violated the law but also held that a borrower could use reverse redlining as an affirmative defense against foreclosure.\textsuperscript{106} Thus, even if the statute of limitation runs on a claim against reverse redlining, a homeowner can impede foreclosure through an affirmative defense.\textsuperscript{107} Not every court has agreed that reverse redlining constitutes a violation of the Fair Housing Act. In Wiltshire v. Dhanraj,\textsuperscript{108} the federal district court refused to find a violation of the Fair Housing Act, despite allegations of reverse redlining.\textsuperscript{109} Notably, the court underscored the lack of any allegation mentioning disparate impact.\textsuperscript{110}

In addition to reverse redlining jurisprudence, there has been state statutory development to redress predatory mortgage lending. For example, in 1999, North Carolina adopted its Predatory Lending Law.\textsuperscript{111} Over the following decade, nearly thirty states have followed North Carolina’s lead and adopted similar laws.\textsuperscript{112} Some states have specifically created new laws to forestall foreclosures. For example, in Massachusetts, the Attorney General used the Massachusetts’s Predatory Home Loan Practice Act to enjoin one lender from foreclosing against certain homeowners.\textsuperscript{113} A lower court found that the Massachusetts Attorney General would likely prevail in showing four factors that, when combined, constituted a violation of the Predatory Home Loan Practice Act: The adjusted-rate-mortgage loans had an introductory period under three years; the introductory rate increased by more than three points when it reached its fully indexed value; the borrowers’ debt-to-income ratio exceeded fifty percent if one calculated using the fully indexed rate; and the loan-to-value ratio was 100%.\textsuperscript{114} The Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts upheld the lower court’s preliminary injunction, which prevented the lender from foreclosing on borrowers’ homes.\textsuperscript{115} Interest-
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ingly, the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts upheld the preliminary injunction despite the fact that the Predatory Home Loan Practice Act only prohibited high-cost-home mortgages and the fact that the loan in the case did not constitute a high-cost-home mortgage. The court looked beyond formalities and focused on the spirit of the law. Though practicing in a different context, the lender evinced the same fundamental unfairness outlawed by the Massachusetts law. Therefore, the courts could enjoin the lender’s actions. Perhaps this is an example of what President Obama refers to as empathy in judicial decisions.

One other court mimicked the Massachusetts court’s spirit-of-the-law, empathy-based analysis. In Herrod v. First Republic Mortgage Corp., the borrowers alleged that the lender charged them ludicrous fees and alleged unconscionability. The West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals noted that the West Virginia Predatory Lending Law had not taken effect when the borrowers entered the loan agreement. Nevertheless, the courts could consider illegal actions under the Predatory Lending Law under the unconscionability doctrine. Yet another court solved the predatory lending crisis by placing a lender suitability test/duty on lenders. In Mathurin v. Lost & Found Recovery, LLC, a New York court specifically noted the subprime-mortgage crisis in holding that “a lender underwriting a mortgage has a duty to investigate and ascertain the economic status of the purchaser/mortgagor and whether the purchaser/mortgagor may be committing a fraud against the seller in the underlying transaction.” Many courts require that a party seeking redress against predatory lending comply with procedural technicalities.

In response to the growing abundance of state predatory lending acts, the federal government has sought to preempt these state laws. For instance, as of 2004, the Officer of Comptroller of the Currency’s regulations bars states’ predatory lending acts from applying to nationally-chartered banks. As a result, arguably, state predatory lending acts apply
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only to state-chartered banks.\textsuperscript{126}

In summary, credit is essential to a thriving American economy, fair credit terms are essential to creditor confidence and trust, and freedom from predation is essential to creditor confidence. Unfortunately, while there have been some statutory and judicial efforts to redress predatory lending, the law should consider a more protective approach to predation. From all of the above, it is posited that, as credit is fundamental to the American economy, freedom from predation is a fundamental constitutional issue.

\section*{III. Moral Capitalism and Empathy: Resuscitating the American Dream}

"Our Constitution is color-blind, and neither knows nor tolerates classes among citizens."\textsuperscript{127}

Part III poses that the U.S. Constitution should recognize moral capitalism, that is, a citizen's right to be protected against economic oppression. Such a right shall hereinafter be referred to as the "freedom from predation." Freedom from predation challenges the current dearth of constitutional bases for such protection in subprime predatory lending cases. It addresses the reality that, when courts deny citizens the existence of a constitutional right to protection from economic oppression, they are consciously or unconsciously denying essential fairness and promoting economic oppression.

What is this constitutional principle of moral capitalism? Simply, and as stated in this Article's Introduction, it is a constitutionally-based approach to protect citizens against discrimination on the basis of class. As previously stated, moral capitalism is "the constitutional principle of regulating capitalism to protect citizens from predation and to redress economic exploitation due to one's class or economic condition."

What is the basis of moral capitalism? It is President Obama's concept of empathy as applied to constitutional jurisprudence. It is based on the fundamental right that every citizen has to be fairly treated in economic matters and not be a victim or prey of predatory lending practices, especially when dealing with large institutions. It introduces into consti-

\begin{itemize}
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tutional dialogue the ancient concept of equity, that of fundamental fairness.

One application of moral capitalism follows from the Obama Administration’s response to the Supreme Court’s decision in *Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.* There, the Supreme Court denied Lilly Ledbetter’s claim for pay discrimination, due to a 180-day limit for lodging such a complaint. On the campaign trail, candidate Obama often criticized the Supreme Court’s Ledbetter decision. As one of his first acts as President, Obama signed into legislation, the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act of 2009, negating the Court’s time restriction for submitting evidence of pay discrimination. Another statutory application of moral capitalism is the Obama Administration’s passage of the Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act of 2009. That Act’s goal is to level the playing field for credit card consumers and is a clear example of President Obama’s moral capitalism at work. To date, the Obama Administration has brought moral capitalism to statutory development; it is left to be seen how it will promote moral capitalism in constitutional jurisprudence.

IV. MORAL CAPITALISM AND THE CASE FOR EXPANDING CLASS-BASED SAFEGUARDS

“The quality of mercy is not strain’d,
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath. It is twice blest:
It blesseth him that gives and him that takes.”

Portia (impersonating an eminent judge), “The Merchant of Venice.”

Empathy, not unlike mercy in Shakespeare’s play “The Merchant of Venice,” calls for kindness to those in distress. Part IV presents the public-policy arguments for moral capitalism and the freedom from predation, particularly in the context of predatory, subprime mortgage lending. First, it argues that the present state of constitutional-rights’ theory fails to redress the unconscious institutional classism that citizens face under the current state of the law and needs to develop a constitutional
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basis for redressing predation. And second, it argues that as fairness is a fundamental principle of American culture, as a matter of substantive due process, predatory, subprime lending should be prohibited as a violation of constitutional law.

A. Current Constitutional-Rights' Theory Fails to Redress Predation

Economic freedom is a fundamental value. Credit is one of the most essential features of economic freedom. A constitutional analysis of subprime mortgage lending demonstrates that the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution does not compel states to protect at-risk borrowers from predatory lending abuses. Arguing in favor of moral capitalism under current constitutional jurisprudence would be a difficult task.

1. EQUAL PROTECTION CLAUSE OF THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT

The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution provides, "No state shall . . . deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." The Equal Protection Clause can be seen as an attempt to secure the promise of the United States' professed commitment to the proposition that "all men are created equal" by empowering the judiciary to enforce that principle against state abuses. In the wake of the Fourteenth Amendment, the states could not, among other things, deprive people of the equal protection of the laws. The Equal Protection Clause has been applied most significantly to protect the civil rights of African Americans.

134. Cf. Crusto, Unconscious Classism, supra note 14 (using a parallel analysis to analyze the constitutionality of disparate treatment of unincorporated sole proprietors).
138. See generally BREST ET AL., supra note 137 (discussing the Fourteenth Amendment in historical context).
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140. See, e.g., Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954) (holding that the states' maintenance of segregated educational facilities denied African-American children equal protection); Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629 (1950) (holding that Texas's state system of law schools, which educated blacks and whites at separate institutions, was unconstitutional); Smith v. Allwright, 321 U.S. 649 (1944) (holding that the Democratic primary in Texas, in which voting
In determining whether a law violates the Equal Protection Clause, the Supreme Court has applied three levels of scrutiny. Under strict scrutiny, a law is unconstitutional unless it is narrowly tailored to serve a compelling governmental interest. In addition, there cannot be a less restrictive alternative available to the state to achieve that compelling interest. Under immediate scrutiny, a law is unconstitutional unless it is substantially related to an important governmental interest. Finally, under rational basis, a law is constitutional so long as it is reasonably related to a legitimate governmental interest.

2. EQUAL PROTECTION AND COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS

Arguments for moral capitalism need to overcome the Supreme Court's deference to state regulation of economic concerns. With regard to state regulations of economic concerns, the Court is very deferential to the states:

When local economic regulation is challenged solely as violating the Equal Protection Clause, this Court consistently defers to legislative determinations as to the desirability of particular statutory discriminations. Unless a classification trammels fundamental personal rights or is drawn upon inherently suspect distinctions such as race, religion, or alienage, our decisions presume the constitutionality of the statutory discriminations and require only that the classification challenged be rationally related to a legitimate state interest. States are accorded wide latitude in the regulation of their local economies under their police powers, and rational distinctions may be made with substantially less than mathematical exactitude.

As a result, the Court has applied rational basis review to economic issues. The Supreme Court has articulated the governing standard of review as follows:

[T]he Fourteenth Amendment permits the States a wide scope of discretion in enacting laws which affect some groups of citizens differently than others. The constitutional safeguard is offended only if the classification rests on grounds wholly irrelevant to the achieve-
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ment of the State’s objective. State legislatures are presumed to have acted within their constitutional power despite the fact that, in practice, their laws result in some inequality. A statutory discrimination will not be set aside if any state of facts reasonably may be conceived to justify it. 145

3. EQUAL PROTECTION AND PREDATION

Working against equal protection relative to economic oppression in the form of predatory lending is the argument that creditors ought to charge low income and unqualified middle income borrowers a higher interest rate because those borrowers represent a greater risk of loss. From the vantage point of lenders, at-risk borrowers are fortunate to have loans made to them on any terms, even high rate ones. This viewpoint is reflected in commentary that blames predatory subprime lending prey for the current national recession, as if the victims were ultimately responsive for their inability to pay on exorbitant interest rate loans. 146 Is it possible that although it is legal to charge the less fortunate higher interest rates, that such a practice is a violation of equal protection?

One might argue that legislation that allows higher, arguably predatory, mortgage lending terms to be charged to the certain Middle Class and Under-Privileged borrowers is class legislation, and is class discrimination. Facing a similar argument relative to the law’s unequal treatment of sole proprietors and partners compared to that of corporations and corporate officers, one California Court of Appeals stated:

[There is no] merit in the remaining contention that different statutory treatment of “sole proprietors or partners” on the one hand, and corporations and corporate officers on the other, is “class legislation” and a denial of “equal protection.” Treatment of corporations as a distinct class has received widespread constitutional sanction. . . . “The equality guaranteed by the equal protection clause is equality under the same conditions, and among persons similarly situated. The Legislature may make a reasonable classification of persons and businesses and other activities and pass special legislation applying to certain classes. The classification must not be arbitrary, but must be based upon some difference in the classes having a substantial relation to a legitimate object to be accomplished.” 147

As a result, as of now, only heightened scrutiny would circumvent
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the Court’s deferential treatment of state economic regulatory concerns under rational basis review. To employ heightened scrutiny, the Court must find either that predatory lending prey constitutes a suspect classification\(^{148}\) or that the differing treatment of certain Middle Class and Under-Privileged borrowers infringes upon their fundamental rights.\(^{149}\)

4. PREY AS A SUSPECT CLASSIFICATION

On the surface, subprime mortgage lending prey are not entitled to constitutional protection as a suspect class. Suspect classes typically have a “‘history of purposeful unequal treatment’ or [have] been subjected to unique disabilities on the basis of stereotyped characteristics not truly indicative of their abilities.”\(^{150}\) An alleged disadvantaged class of individuals who choose to borrow mortgage loans with predatory terms is not obviously a “suspect” class.

But beneath the surface of this analysis one would discover that subprime lending mortgage prey are often representative of suspect classes, groups who have been historically discriminated against and have exhibited “obvious, immutable, or distinguishing characteristics that define them as a discrete group.”\(^{151}\) Take, for example, the case of African-American, subprime mortgage lending prey. As the Supreme Court considers “African Americans” to be a suspect class, if they were to sue the state alleging they were discriminated against because they are African Americans, then the class is obviously suspect. However, if instead they were to argue that state law discriminates against them purely because they are subprime mortgage lending prey, then the class is obviously not suspect. An argument positing that the state discriminates against them because they are both African-American and subprime mortgage lending prey would trigger heightened scrutiny because they are African Americans.

The Supreme Court seems reluctant to expand what constitutes suspect classes. For example, in City of Cleburne v. Cleburne Living Center, the Court established criteria for determining suspect classifications, when grappling with the question of whether mental retardation should be a suspect class, after a group home for the mentally retarded
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was denied a special permit in Texas.\textsuperscript{152} The Court considered four factors before concluding that the mentally retarded were not a suspect class: (1) whether there is a history of "continuing antipathy and prejudice" against the group; (2) whether the group is "politically powerless in the sense that they have no ability to attract the attention of lawmakers"; (3) whether the group is defined by an "immutable" characteristic; and (4) whether that characteristic is one that is generally irrelevant.\textsuperscript{153} Despite a finding that mental retardation satisfied the first and the third factors, the \textit{Cleburne} Court denied suspect classification.\textsuperscript{154} This analysis suggests that each factor must be fulfilled to warrant heightened scrutiny, which is more probing than rational basis review.

Relative to poverty, the Supreme Court has failed to find that poverty is the basis for suspect classification.\textsuperscript{155} States have promulgated laws that allow for predatory lending practices, including allowing for higher interest rate charges to certain Middle Class and Under-Privileged prey in all lending areas, mortgages and pay-day loans. Contrary to current law, charging different citizen classes different loan interest rates is inherently discriminatory and unequal. Accordingly, because the Equal Protection Clause provides that no state can deny any person within its jurisdiction equal protection of the laws, it follows that the subprime mortgage lending prey should also be afforded the same treatment as regular borrowers. In addition, it might be argued that certain Middle Class and Under-Privileged borrowers should be granted suspect classification. Employing the four pronged test outlined by the Supreme Court in \textit{City of Cleburne}, one would need to successfully argue that 1) there is a history of continued antipathy and prejudice against those impoverished (certain Middle Class and Under-Privileged citizens); 2) that impoverished people are politically powerless in the sense that they have no ability to attract the attention of lawmakers; 3) that impoverished people are defined by an immutable characteristic; and 4) that impoverishment is a characteristic that is generally irrelevant.

5. \textbf{EQUAL PROTECTION CHALLENGES TO FACIALLY-NEUTRAL STATE STATUTES}

If a suspect class of prey were to challenge the constitutionality of a state statute that discriminates between subprime borrowers and prime borrowers, they would face additional challenges to trigger heightened scrutiny. Presumably, the state statute would be facially neutral, mean-
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ing the statutory language has no express mention of the suspect class. Hence, to succeed, the claim would need to allege that the facially-neutral law has a disparate impact among members of the suspect class and that discrimination against this class was the intent and purpose of the state act. Middle Class and/or Under-Privileged borrowers to be a suspect class would add class discrimination to race and gender discrimination for constitutional consideration.

Not all regulations are equal. A legislature can present legitimate reasons for legislative acts that may disadvantage street vendors over store front merchants or for why the length of a cargo train should be less than twenty-four cars. But a legislature's arbitrary denial by default of equal treatment of borrowers indiscriminate of real risk can hardly be said to have a rational relationship to a legitimate state interest. In addition, another argument in favor of freedom from predation is that the legislative failure to grant such a right to subprime mortgage borrowers disadvantages homeowners in underserved, suspect-class communities far more frequently, and may rise to support an argument for disparate impact, although it may be difficult to prove discriminatory intent.

6. The Freedom from Predation as a Fundamental Right

Perhaps subprime borrowers can successfully argue that the freedom from predation is a fundamental constitutional right as a denegation of the right to the pursuit of happiness. A fundamental right, as defined by the U.S. Supreme Court, is "akin to free speech or marriage or to those other rights . . . that the Court has come to regard as fundamental and that demand the lofty requirement of a compelling governmental interest before they may be significantly regulated." While it is difficult to imagine how subprime borrowing status might rise to a fundamental right, as the following analysis demonstrates, failing to provide subprime mortgage prey protection from predation by default and under operation of the rules and principles of the common law is inherently unfair and discriminatory in comparison to the law's treatment of other investors, namely, purchasers of securities. This is because the threats to the subprime mortgage prey are virtually identical to those facing other security investors. The securities laws embrace as an essential principle the concept of suitability, that in selling a security to an investor, the stockbroker must consider whether the investment is suitable to an investor's risk tolerance and financial needs. There is no doubt that the
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reason why a homeowner chooses to buy rather than rent is ultimately an investment decision. As a result, a mortgage provider must consider the suitability of the mortgage and the risk tolerance of the borrower. Simply, mortgage borrowers should be treated the same way as security investors; they should not be sold mortgage products that they ultimately cannot afford.

An additional constitutionally-based argument in favor of granting subprime mortgage prey protection against predation might be made under the Dormant Commerce Clause. If it could be established that the lack of protection against predation unduly burdens interstate commerce, then differing treatment of the two groups of securities investors, traditional securities investors and mortgage borrowers, would be unconstitutional.

For the all the above reasons, an equal protection claim supporting the freedom from predation would not likely pass current judicial scrutiny.

7. **Final Word on Current Constitutional Considerations**

While courts are generally deferential to economic regulations under rational basis review, state laws motivated by irrational beliefs, antiquated values, or stereotypic notions of class attributes may still be suspect under rational basis review. The lynchpin of the argument favoring the freedom from predation is that the current state of the law reflects antiquated notions of securities investors. Nowadays, subprime mortgage borrowers are just as deserving of securities law protection, including the suitability rule, as any other investor class. Evidence of this fact is the proliferation of investment vehicles targeted at the sub-prime market.

Some might argue that the Constitution is not and should not be concerned with economic equality. This position is contrary to case law; there are many areas of economic concern wherein the U.S. Supreme Court has found constitutional interests. Some of these include limitations on punitive damages, limitations on the federal income tax, and the constitutionality of New Deal legislation, such as social security, to name a few. Hence, it cannot be argued that the freedom from predation is outside the purview of the U.S. Supreme Court merely because it relates to economic matters. If such an absurd argument were true, much of the Court’s most important decisions would be negated.

B. As Fairness Is a Fundamental Principle of American Culture, Predatory, Subprime Lending Should Be Prohibited as a Matter of Substantive Due Process

It could be argued that as fairness is a fundamental principle of American culture, that the freedom from predation is fundamental as predation is inherently unfair. It is instructive to analyze the freedom from predation in comparison to the right to intrastate travel, arguably a fundamental right that has yet to receive U.S. Supreme Court recognition. In a thoughtful analysis of the constitutionality of intrastate travel, the Third Circuit in Lutz v. City of New York examined six possible constitutional sources for the right and concluded that "no constitutional text other than the Due Process Clause could possibly create a right of localized intrastate movement." The Third Circuit cited Justice Scalia's narrow test of substantive due process, which states, "[T]he Due Process Clause substantively protects unenumerated rights 'so rooted in the traditions and conscience of our people as to be ranked as fundamental.' . . . [T]he relevant traditions must be identified and evaluated at the most specific level of generality possible." In Lutz, the Third Circuit concluded that the right to move freely was "implicit in the concept of ordered liberty" and "deeply rooted in the Nation's history."

Using Justice Scalia's standard, is fair dealing and protection against economic oppression so deeply rooted in the traditions and conscience of our people to be ranked as fundamental? It would appear so, for as Professor Ronald Dworkin has stated, a moral reading of the Constitution proposes that we interpret constitutional "clauses on the understanding that they invoke moral principles about political decency and justice." While to date, the U.S. Supreme Court has not found wealth or class as a suspect class, perhaps President Obama's empathy criteria for selection of U.S. Supreme Court Justices and Obama's moral capitalism will result in new inroads for the freedom from predation and for protection against economic oppression for the Middle Class and the Under-Privileged.
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V. EMPATHY AND THE CONSTITUTION: THE FREEDOM FROM PREDATION

In conclusion, the U.S. Supreme Court has not explicitly found that there exists a general right to be protected against economic oppression such as in the form of predation. As a result, a citizen has no constitutional protection against economic oppression, often resulting from unconscious institutional classism. Furthermore, with economic oppression comes consumer distrust of financial markets, foreclosures, bankruptcies, and an unhealthy economy. In addition, protection against economic oppression might help address wealth inequity that exists in America. Hopefully, moral capitalism will assist the vast number of Americans who face significant unmet civil legal matters annually.

Consistent with President Obama’s call for empathy in judicial jurisprudence, this Article concludes that constitutional theory should be expanded so as to provide constitutional protection against predatory lending and other forms of economic oppression. The freedom from predation promotes inherent fairness and ensures the continued growth and protection of consumer markets. Consistent with President Obama’s call for empathy, the strongest argument in support of the freedom against predation is substantive due process. According to Justice Scalia, in determining whether a right meets the substantive due process test, that right must be “so deeply rooted in the traditions and conscience of our people as to be ranked as fundamental.”

When it comes to fundamental fairness and freedom from economic oppression, moral capitalism and the freedom from predation represent what is the best of America: life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Predation is economic tyranny and a form of enslavement. In developing a human-rights’ Constitution, the Obama Administration should embrace change in the form of the freedom from predation. This is Obama’s moral capitalism, an empathic plan to resuscitate the American Dream.
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